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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ADDRESS
7621 Tara Boulevard,
Jonesboro, GA 30236

SPECIFICATIONS
Property Type:

Land

Land:

1.9 Acres

Profile
Coldwell Banker Commercial Metro Brokers is pleased to offer this commercial property zoned MX. The property
location is only 20 minutes from downtown Atlanta in heart of Jonesboro. Nearby through fares Georgia Highway 54,
Georgia State Routes 41 and 138, I-75 and I-285. The Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport is only 5 miles
from the subject property. Local demographics and commerce make the subject property ideal for retail use. In the
identified area, the current year population is 170,459. In 2010, the Census count in the area was 164,772. The rate
of change since 2010 was 0.54% annually. The five year projection for the population in the area is 176,254 a change
of range of 0.67% annually. Currently, the population is 47.8% male and 52.2% female. Contact listing broker for
additional information
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DETAILS
7118 Tara Boulevard
Jonesboro, GA 30236

SPECIFICATIONS

ASKING

Property Type:

Land

Land:

1.9 Acres

cbcmetrobrokers.com

Price:

$375,000
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MARKET OVERVIEW

A comprehensive assessment of the Atlanta office market
suggests that the primary concentrations of speculative
office space are located in the North Central/Interstate
285/Georgia Route 400 submarket, representing 23.8
million square feet and 16.6% of the metropolitan
inventory, followed by Cumberland/Interstate 75, with a
13.8% share, and Downtown (11.1%). Since the beginning
of Q2 2007, the fastest growing area has been the
Buckhead/Lenox submarket, adding 3.5 million square feet
over that period, or 34.8% of total metropolitan office
completions.

Reis is tracking office construction activity that will deliver
2.1 million square feet to the metro by the end of the year,
and net total absorption will be positive 1.6 million square
feet. As a result, the vacancy rate will continue to drift
upward to finish the year at 18.3%. During 2018 and 2019,
developers are anticipated to deliver a total of 2.9 million
square feet. Office employment growth at the metro level
during 2018 and 2019 is expected to average 1.4%
annually, enough to facilitate an absorption rate averaging
1.6 million square feet per year. The market vacancy rate
will finish 2018 at 18.1% and will fall 0.3 percentage points
to 17.8% by year end 2019. Between now and year-end
2017 asking rents are expected to rise 2.0% to a level of
$24.70, while effective rents will increase by 1.9% to
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METRO AREA SUBMARKETS

1

Cumberland/I-75

9

NE Atlanta/I-85N

2

W Atl/I-20W/I-75

10

Northlake/Stn Mtn

3

Marietta/E Cobb

11

E Atlanta/Decatur

4

N Central/I-285

12

Midtown/Pershing

5

Roswell/Alpharetta

13

Airport/S Atlanta

6

Peachtree Corners

14

Downtown

7

NE Gwinnet/I-85

15

Far South

8

Buckhead/Lenox
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SUB-MARKET OVERVIEW
The Airport/South Atlanta submarket, one of fifteen distinct geographic concentrations within Atlanta, contains 4.2
million market rate rental square feet, or 2.9% of the metro's total inventory of office space. In the ten-year period
beginning with Q2 2007, new additions to the submarket totaled 311,000 square feet, while 52,000 square feet
were removed by developer activity. The net total gain of 259,000 square feet amounts to an annualized inventory
growth rate of 0.6%, exceeding the metro growth rate by 0.1 percentage points over the same period.

.Drifted upward by 20 basis points.
.Expected to finish 2017 at 25.9%.
.Up 0.7% from year-end 2016.
.Fastest rate of increase in four quarters.
.Expected to finish 2017 at $15.34.
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SUB-MARKET OVERVIEW
Asking and Effective Rent
During the first quarter of 2017, asking rents rose by 0.7% to an average of $15.18, the lowest observed across the
metro's fifteen submarkets. Since the same reporting period last year, asking rents have edged lower by 0.4%, down
from $15.24. The Airport/South Atlanta submarket's current asking rent levels are lower than the metro's average of
$24.21, while asking rent growth in the first quarter is equal to the metro average of 0.7%. Effective rents, which take
into account concessions offered to new lessees, climbed more slowly, up by 0.5% during the first quarter.
Competitive Inventory, Employment, Absorption
Total employment in the Atlanta metropolitan area increased by 17,300 jobs during the first quarter, while in the
dominant office-using industries, employment expanded by 5,600. Although quarterly employment changes may not
have an immediate impact on lease rolls, it is prudent to consider longer-term economic and demographic performance
as a factor affecting current demand for office space. Since the beginning of Q2 2007, the average growth rate for
office-using employment in Atlanta has been 1.1% per year, representing the average annual addition of 9,100 jobs.
Over the same time period, the metro posted an average annual absorption rate of 215,900 square feet. During the first
quarter, metropolitan absorption totaled negative 286,000 square feet; in the Airport/South Atlanta submarket, 8,000
square feet were returned to the market. The first quarter's negative absorption in the submarket follows two
consecutive quarters of positive absorption, amounting to 42,000 square feet. Over the last four quarters, submarket
absorption totaled 42,000 square feet; by comparison, the average annual absorption rate recorded since the beginning
of Q2 2007 is negative 8,300 square feet. The submarket's average vacancy rate drifted upward by 20 basis points
during the first quarter to 26.1%, which is 2.3 percentage points higher than the long-term average, and 7.9 percentage
points higher than the current metro average.
Outlook
Reis's new construction observation team reports that no competitive office stock will be introduced to the submarket
through the end of 2019. Between now and year-end, net absorption will be essentially flat. In response, the vacancy
rate will drift downward by 0.2 percentage points to 25.9%. During 2018 and 2019, no additional competitive stock is
expected to be introduced to the submarket inventory. Office employment growth at the metro level during 2018 and
2019 is anticipated to average 1.4% annually, enough to facilitate an absorption rate averaging 1.6 million square feet
per year. The Airport/South Atlanta submarket will capture 3.5% of this absorption. This will place downward pressure
on the submarket vacancy rate, which is projected to finish 2019 at 23.3%. Between now and year-end 2017 asking
rents are expected to climb 1.1% to a level of $15.34, while effective rents will advance by 0.9% to $11.41. Thereafter,
Reis projects that asking rent growth will accelerate to an annualized average of 2.4% during 2018 and 2019 to reach a
level of $16.07 per square foot. As market conditions motivate landlords to increase the values of the concessions
packages offered to new tenants, effective rents are expected to increase at a slower 2.0% average annualized rate.
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CONTACT INFORMATION

For more information, please contact:
Austin Hall
COLDWELL BANKER COMMERCIAL
Metrobrokers
3575 Piedmont Rd N.E.
Piedmont Center
Building 15, Suite 950
Atlanta, GA 30305
Phone: (678) 320-4800
Fax: (404) 495-8960
Mobile: (770) 527-5194
Austin.hall@cbcworldwide.com

Dan Hinson
COLDWELL BANKER COMMERCIAL
Metrobrokers
3575 Piedmont Rd N.E.
Piedmont Center
Building 15, Suite 950
Atlanta, GA 30305
Phone: (678) 320-4800
Fax: (404) 495-8960
Mobile: (404) 668-8636
Dan.Hinson@cbcworldwide.com
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CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT

This offering has been prepared solely for informational purposes. It is designed to assist a
potential investor in determining whether it wishes to proceed with an in-depth investigation of
the subject property. While the information contained herein is from sources deemed reliable, it
has not been independently verified by the Coldwell Banker Commercial affiliate or by the Seller.
The projections and pro forma budget contained herein represent best estimates on assumptions
considered reasonable under the circumstances. No representations or warranties, expressed or
implied, are made that actual results will conform to such projections.
This document is provided subject to errors, omissions and changes in the information and is
subject to modification or withdrawal. The contents herein are confidential and are not to be
reproduced without the express written consent.

Interested buyers should be aware that the Seller is selling the Property “AS IS” CONDITION WITH
ALL FAULTS, WITHOUT REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND OR NATURE. Prior to
and/or after contracting to purchase, as appropriate, buyer will be given a reasonable opportunity
to inspect and investigate the Property and all improvements thereon, either independently or
through agents of the buyer’s choosing.
The Seller reserves the right to withdraw the Property being marketed at any time without notice,
to reject all offers, and to accept any offer without regard to the relative price and terms of any
other offer. Any offer to buy must be: (i) presented in the form of a non-binding letter of intent;
(ii) incorporated in a formal written contract of purchase and sale to be prepared by the Seller and
executed by both parties; and (iii) approved by Seller and such other parties who may have an
interest in the Property. Neither the prospective buyer nor Seller shall be bound until execution of
the contract of purchase and sale, which contract shall supersede prior discussions and writings
and shall constitute the sole agreement of the parties.
Prospective buyers shall be responsible for their costs and expenses of investigating the Property
and all other expenses, professional or otherwise, incurred by them.
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